Priority effects, in which early-arriving species exclude competing species from local com-2 munities, are thought to enhance regional species diversity by promoting community divergence. Theory suggests, however, that these same priority effects make it impossible for 4 species to coexist in the region unless individuals are continuously supplied from an external species pool, often an unrealistic assumption. Here we develop an eco-evolutionary hypoth-6 esis to solve this conundrum. Using a metacommunity model in which priority effects occur via interspecific interference, we show that species can coexist regionally even in the absence 8 of an external species pool if resistance to other species evolves rapidly under a trade-off with competitive ability. With this trade-off, species become less resistant as they become 10 regionally more common. Rare species can then invade and dominate some local patches and consequently recover in regional frequency. Intriguingly, rare species recovery is possible 12 even while local priority effects remain strong. This eco-evolutionary buffering of rare species appears especially effective when many small communities are connected by infrequent dis-14 persal.
Individual traits, trade-offs, and competitive pressure
Individuals are haploid and each of them has its own set of quantitative traits: general sensitivity 136 to competition, G, and sensitivity to interference or habitat modification by each of the other species j, H j , with all trait values non-negative. A low value of G indicates a high general 138 competitive ability (i.e., low mortality in a patch fully occupied by conspecifics), whereas a low value of H j indicates a high tolerance or resistance to species j. We assume that each species 140 interferes or modifies the habitat in a unique way, for example by producing different toxins. The strength of interference, e.g. the rate of toxin production, is assumed constant across individuals, 
where N j is the local population size of species j. To avoid excessive indexing, we did not include indices for individual and deme number in (1). But keep in mind that individuals within the same species may differ in G, H j and consequently also C. Since C is smallest if all heterospecific 146 abundances, N j , are zero and increases with each N j , interspecific competition is always stronger than intraspecific competition and coexistence would be impossible in a single homogeneous 148 community with fixed species traits. Only in the extreme case where all H j are zero, interspecific competition and interspecific competition would be equally strong. Competitive pressure only 150 depends on the current community composition and not on past inhabitants of the patch. This is realistic for all types of direct interspecific interference and also for many types of habitat 152 modification, for example for toxins that rapidly decay or diffuse away.
In our full model, we assume a trade-off between each of the interspecific sensitivities, H j , and the general sensitivity to competition, G. For a specific member of species i:
where G j is the cost in terms of general sensitivity to competition that the individual pays for 154 reduced sensitivity to species j. The exponent y > 0 defines the shape of the trade-off curve. In the main text, we focus on linear trade-offs (y = 1, fig. 1 b, but see Fig A6 for an exploration of 156 nonlinear trade-offs).
To better understand the trade-off ( fig. 1 b) , let us consider the two extreme types for a given 158 species (say species 1) sharing the landscape with one other species (species 2). On the one extreme, we have individuals of species 1 that are fully susceptible to heterospecific interference 160 (H 2 = h max ) but have the smallest possible sensitivity to general competition, g min . Those might be individuals that do not invest in costly resistance pathways and are thus better at competing the population from becoming monomorphic and the average trait values will reflect a balance between selection pressure and mutations.
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To investigate the metacommunity consequences of trait evolution and the trade-off between general sensitivity to competition and sensitivity to heterospecific interference, we compare the 186 "trade-off evolution" scenario just described to three alternative scenarios. First, in the "neutral" scenario (no trade-off, no evolution), all individuals in the metacommunity have the same general 188 sensitivity to competition (G = 1) and are completely resistant to heterospecific interference (H j = 0 for all j). Second, in the "fixed trait" scenario (trade-off, but no evolution), there is no 190 mutation such that all G j and H j stay at their initial values, by default at the midpoint of the trade-off curve. Third, in the "independent evolution" scenario (evolution, but no trade-off), the 192 G j and H j evolve independently. Mutations for H j work exactly as described above for mutations in G j , but the standard deviation of mutational steps is multiplied by h max /∆g to account for the 194 different scale of the trait space. In the independent-evolution scenario, selection acts to reduce both the H j and the G j .
196

Patch disturbance and recolonization
As in Shurin et al. (2004) , we assume that entire patches can be destroyed and recolonized. out such disturbance or when disturbance occurs at a smaller scale than local positive feedbacks, the landscape may settle into a configuration where each patch is dominated by one species. The 200 regional dynamics then come to a halt and species can coexist for extended periods of time, as demonstrated by Molofsky et al. (1999 Molofsky et al. ( , 2001 and Molofsky and Bever (2002) for spatially ex-202 plicit models. However, since there is no disturbance to initiate new rounds of local community assembly, priority effects will no longer be operating.
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In our model, disturbance events occur at rate 1/τ in each patch, i.e. τ is the average time between disturbance events ( fig. 1 c) . When a patch is disturbed, all its inhabitants die. The 206 patch is then recolonized immediately by a founder population of size f , consisting of offspring of individuals elsewhere in the metacommunity. For the interplay between local and regional dynamics that is central to this study, it may be important where in the metacommunity the f recolonizing individuals originate. We therefore use two recolonization variants, the "propagule-210 pool model" and the "migrant-pool model" (Slatkin 1977) . In the propagule-pool model, all f recolonizing individuals come from the same randomly drawn other patch, such that they reflect 212 the local species composition of one other patch. Under this model, a regionally rare species will often be absent among the initial colonizers of a patch but can sometimes be common.
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In the migrant-pool model, by contrast, the source patch is drawn independently for each of the f individuals such that the recolonizing individuals are more representative of the regional 216 species composition. In the presence of local priority effects, migrant-pool recolonization should therefore benefit the regionally more common species.
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After drawing the source patch(es), parents in the source patch(es) are drawn independently and with replacement to produce an offspring for the founder population. The founder popula-220 tion of size f then gives rise to a population of size k in one round of reproduction, i.e. for each of the k places to be filled, a parent individual is drawn independently and with replacement from 222 the f recolonizers. Mutations can happen in each reproduction event during recolonization.
Simulations
224
To explore the parameter space for two-species metacommunities, we generated 150 combinations of seven parameters (number of patches n, local community size k, migration probability 226 m, maximum sensitivity to heterospecific interference h max , the standard deviation of mutation effect sizes d, average time between disturbance events τ, and founder population size f , see 228
fig. 1) by drawing independently from the distributions given in Table A1 . In addition, recolonization followed either the propagule-pool or migrant-pool model, with equal probability. The 230 remaining parameters were fixed to the values given in Table A1 .
In choosing these parameter ranges, we kept in mind both computational efficiency and bio-232 logical relevance. Because individual-based simulations are computationally intensive, we were limited to simulating metacommunities with on the order of 10,000 individuals. Given this con-234 straint, we decided to focus on metacommunities with hundreds of small patches rather than metacommunities with few larger patches. With our parameter choice, we expect fast and highly 236 stochastic dynamics at the local scale, compared to slower and more deterministic dynamics at the regional scale. Also, we chose relatively frequent migration to ensure that evolution should 238 occur at the regional scale rather than at the local scale (Lenormand 2002) . We want to avoid evolution at the local scale because it might lead to local coexistence and thereby eliminate priority 240 effects. In summary, our metacommunity set-up should be conducive to achieving both regional coexistence and local priority effects, if this is possible at all. Metacommunities of herbaceous plants or sessile aquatic animals might be the best empirical examples for metacommunities in this parameter range (see also Mouquet and Loreau 2002; Fukami and Nakajima 2013; Zee and 244 Fukami 2015). However, as we discuss below, some of our results may also apply to other types of metacommunities and even microorganisms.
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For each parameter combination, we ran 10 replicate simulations. At the beginning of each simulation run, we assigned individuals randomly to species. All individuals in the metacommu-248 nity initially had the same general sensitivity to competition G j = g 0 for all j and corresponding values of H j . Storing regional frequencies every ten time units, we then ran each simulation for 250 10,000 time steps (generations).
Code and scripts 252
We provide C++ code for the simulation program in Online Appendix B, and R scripts to initiate and analyze the simulation studies in Online Appendix C.
254
Results
Probability of coexistence and outcome types 256
For a first impression of whether regional coexistence of two species is stable, we considered the proportion of replicate metacommunities that still contained both species at the end of a 258 simulation run. Across all of the simulation runs we carried out, regional species coexistence was most likely under trade-off evolution. Specifically, averaged over all 150 randomly generated 260 parameter combinations, the two species coexisted until the end of the simulation in 50 % of the cases under trade-off evolution, whereas they coexisted in only 25, 9, and 18 % of the cases in the 262 neutral, fixed-trait, and independent-evolution scenarios, respectively ( fig. 2 ).
In some cases where species coexisted until the end of the simulation, the regional dynamics 264 may be slow and there may simply not have been enough time for one species to go extinct. For the regional species pool to be actually stable in the long run, a regionally rare species must 266 on average become more common again. To determine whether or not this is the case in our simulations, we computed average changes in regional frequency for various frequency ranges.
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Based on these results, we then assigned a parameter combination to one of four frequencydependence classes (see fig. 2 have an advantage and are expected to increase in regional frequency, but moderately rare species 276 are at a disadvantage. Therefore, we do expect coexistence, but in an asymmetric fashion where one species is relatively rare in the landscape and the other common. Finally, we assigned 278 parameter combinations without clear frequency dependence to the quasi-neutrality class. In this class, we do not expect long-term coexistence because one or the other species will drift to 280 extinction. Because we did not want to erroneously conclude that regional coexistence is possible when it is not, we were very conservative in assigning scenarios to one of the "interesting" classes 282 and assigned many scenarios to the quasi-neutral class even if they showed a slight tendency for rare species to become more common again and diversity to be maintained for longer than under 284 strict neutrality.
Under fixed traits or independent evolution, some parameter combinations were classified 286 as quasi-neutral, but most fell into the positive frequency dependence class ( fig. 2 ). That is, the regionally rare species tended to become even rarer and eventually dropped out of the metacom-288 munity. The results on frequency-dependence and coexistence were qualitatively robust with respect to the point along the trade-off to which the traits were fixed ( fig. A7 ). With increasing 290 general sensitivity to competition, coexistence and quasi-neutrality became only slightly more common. Under trade-off evolution, many parameter combinations still exhibited positive fre-292 quency dependence or quasi-neutrality, but a sizable number of parameter combinations (19 out of 150) were classified as having either complex or negative frequency dependence, meaning that 294 there was a clear tendency for the regionally rare species to become more common again and that such systems are stable. These coexistence outcomes did not appear in any of the other scenarios, 296 except for two independent-evolution scenarios that showed negative frequency dependence.
As expected, coexistence until the end of the simulation was most likely under complex or 298 negative frequency dependence (100 % in both cases) and least likely under positive frequency dependence ( fig. 2 ). Parameter combinations that were classified as quasi-neutral under trade-off 300 evolution had a substantially larger coexistence probability than quasi-neutral parameter combinations in the fixed-trait or independent-evolution. This indicates that our conservative classi-302 fication scheme may indeed have classified many scenarios as quasi-neutral that do have some tendency to maintain diversity.
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For each of the four outcome classes that occurred under trade-off evolution, fig. 3 shows time series for one representative parameter combination, together with time series for the cor-306 responding three other scenarios for comparison. As expected, coexistence under negative fre-quency dependence was symmetric, with both species at regional frequencies around 0.5 ( fig. 3 l) .
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Additional simulations with initial regional frequencies closer to 0 or 1 suggest that this symmetric coexistence equilibrium is indeed globally attracting. By contrast, under complex frequency 
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Strength of priority effects
To quantify priority effects, we explored how often the most abundant species among the initial 326 colonists of a newly disturbed patch retained its dominant status over time. Specifically, we took all intervals between local disturbance events for all the patches in a simulation run and 328 computed the proportion of such intervals for which the same species was locally most common both at the beginning and at the end of the interval. This proportion tends to be higher if the 330 regional pool has an uneven composition because different immigrants to a focal patch then belong to the same species more often. To make the results comparable across scenarios, we 332 therefore controlled for regional frequency. For this, we used regional frequency bins of size 0.025
and computed the strength of priority effects separately for each bin. We performed the same 334 analyses for the corresponding neutral scenario. If the resulting value for a certain frequency range is larger than in neutral scenario, we take this as evidence for inhibitory priority effects. 336 We found that local priority effects under trade-off evolution were generally stronger than in the corresponding neutral simulations, at least while both species had a regional frequency of 338 20 % or more (gray regions in fig. 3 , see also fig. A4 ). However, when one species dominated the metacommunity, priority effects were often nearly identical or slightly weaker in strength compared to those in the neutral scenario (white regions in fig. 3 , left side of fig. A4 d) . For a given regional frequency, there were no substantial differences in the strength of priority effects 342 between trade-off evolution, independent evolution, and fixed-trait scenarios ( fig. A4 a-d ). In the long run, however, priority effects were visible only in scenarios with evolution and negative or 344 complex frequency dependence (e.g., fig. 3 l,p). In the remaining cases, priority effects eventually disappeared along with species diversity (e.g., fig. 3 g,h).
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Sensitivity to individual parameters
To better understand how the joint maintenance of regional diversity and local priority effects 
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For additional information on the role of the various parameters, we also considered their distributions among the outcome classes in the random parameter study. For k and m, the re-362 sults are consistent with those described in the previous paragraph, but not for d and τ ( fig. A5 ),
indicating that these parameters may have opposing effects for different combinations of the 364 other parameters. We also found that the complex and positive frequency dependence classes contained more parameter combinations with migrant-pool recolonization, whereas the negative 366 and quasi-neutral classes contained more parameter combinations with propagule-pool recolonization ( fig. A5 h) . This finding is consistent with our expectation that migrant-pool recoloniza-368 tion is beneficial for the regionally common species.
For two parameter combinations with clear regional coexistence, we additionally ran simulations with 3, 4, 5, and 10 species, this time for 20,000 generations. Under a parameter combination with 372 negative frequency dependence (third row in fig. 3 ), three species coexisted until the end of the simulation in all cases under trade-off evolution, and most of the replicate metacommunities that 374 started with four, five, or ten species maintained four species until the end ( fig. 6 ). In all cases, regional species diversity in the neutral and fixed-trait scenarios decayed more rapidly than in 376 the trade-off evolution scenario. But as in the two-species case, some independent-evolution simulations also resulted in coexistence. Again, priority effects were usually stronger under 378 trade-off evolution than under neutrality when controlling for regional community composition 
Discussion
Taken together, our results suggest a new hypothesis for the maintenance of a multi-species re-384 gional pool in the presence of local priority effects. This "eco-evolutionary buffering" hypothesis can be summarized as follows. Assuming resistance to heterospecific interference is costly and 386 evolves along a trade-off with general competitive ability, the strength and direction of selection will depend on regional frequencies of species. When other species are common in the 388 region, members of a species experience strong selective pressure to be tolerant of heterospecific interference. However, as a species approaches regional dominance as a cumulative result of 390 local priority effects, its members lose the costly resistance to other species (e.g., cycles in fig. 4 ).
Exploiting this loss of tolerance, other species recover in abundance.
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Previous studies have explored similar coexistence mechanisms in a single local community, rather than in a metacommunity (Levin 1971; León 1974; Pease 1984; Vasseur et al. 2011 ). Here we 394 have shown that such coexistence is also possible in metacommunities consisting of many small patches and in the face of demographic and genetic stochasticity, important factors especially in 396 the recovery of rare species. Moreover, while previous studies have focused on two-species systems, our results show that eco-evolutionary buffering can stabilize a regional pool of at least up 398 to four species ( fig. 6 ). Most importantly, however, we have shown that even if metacommunities evolve toward traits that allow for regional coexistence, local coexistence does not necessarily 400 follow. Neither is one species competitively superior at any time. Rather strong local priority effects are often maintained (figs. A4 and A9). Thus our new hypothesis can explain how multi-ple species that engage in local priority effects can stably co-exist even under an internal species pool and even in the absence of environmental heterogeneity across local habitat patches.
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Types and requirements of eco-evolutionary buffering
Our results indicate that eco-evolutionary buffering can result in either negative frequency de-406 pendence where the regionally rare species is always favored and coexistence is symmetric, or complex regional frequency dependence where only very rare species have an advantage and co-408 existence is generally asymmetric ( fig. 2 ). Negative frequency dependence is particularly likely when local patches are small and when they are connected by infrequent migration (figs. 5 and 410 A5). Under these conditions, a small evolutionary response seems sufficient to stabilize regional coexistence ( fig. 4 e,f). In Online Appendix A.5, we offer a detailed heuristic explanation for this 412 observation. Briefly, under small community size and low migration rate, the variance in local community size relative to its expectation is large. Hence many individuals of regionally rare 414 species are in patches where they are locally common. Therefore, these individuals do not suffer much from local interference by the regionally common species, and a small evolutionary change, 416 e.g., a slight shift in the balance between mutations and selection, is apparently sufficient to tip the balance in favor of the regionally rare species. This explanation is consistent with the obser-418 vation that, for small local communities and rare migration, even some independent-evolution scenarios exhibit negative frequency dependence.
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In other parts of parameter space in our model, a slight shift in mutation-selection balance does not appear to be sufficient to give an advantage to regionally rare species. We speculate 422 that they have to become rare enough for the direction of selection to change in the common species. In some of these cases, rapid evolution buffers rare species from extinction via complex 424 frequency dependence. In other cases, either because evolution is too slow or because selection changes direction only at an extreme regional frequency, positive frequency dependence or quasi-426 neutrality ensues and species cannot coexist in the long run. However, the proportion of species that coexisted until the end of the simulation was still elevated in the trade-off evolution scenario 428 compared to the other scenarios ( fig. 2 ). We suspect that deterministic models with simplified genetic assumptions might indicate stable coexistence for many of the cases that we classified 430 as unstable in the face of demographic and genetic stochasticity and using our conservative classification scheme.
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Under many of the parameter combinations leading to complex frequency dependence, regional frequencies oscillate (see, e.g., fig. 3 
Future directions
This study is only a proof of concept, a first step toward understanding the role of eco-evolutionary 456 buffering in the maintenance of species diversity. Questions that should be addressed in future work include (1) how the total number of species that can coexist in a landscape depends on 458 ecological and evolutionary parameters, (2) whether eco-evolutionary buffering also works for diploid sexual organisms and for parameters relevant to microbial systems, and (3) how eco-460 evolutionary buffering interacts with spatial and temporal environmental heterogeneity to affect regional coexistence. In addition, it would be useful to consider evolution of the rate of habitat 462 modification in addition to the sensitivity to habitat modification. A mutation that reduces sensitivity to heterospecific habitat modification directly reduces the death rate of the focal individual.
464
In contrast, a mutation that increases the rate of habitat modification first influences the death rate of heterospecific individuals. Indirectly, the mutation may then benefit the focal individual, 466 but also non-mutated conspecifics that do not pay the fitness cost of an increased rate of habitat modification. Hence habitat modification can be an altruistic trait in this case, and cheating may 468 play a role in regional species coexistence. It is unclear at this point how readily eco-evolutionary buffering occurs in these circumstances.
Besides the specific eco-evolutionary buffering mechanism we have studied in this paper, a number of other mechanisms could potentially buffer regional diversity in the presence of pri-472 ority effects. Simple patch-occupancy models seem to suggest that, by virtue of spatial structure alone, two identical competitors can coexist in a region even if there is some local inhibition 474 (Slatkin 1974; Hanski 1983) . However, this requires doubly-occupied patches to send out the same number of colonists of both species (Taneyhill 2000) , an assumption that gives an "unfair" scale, any factor that accelerates speciation rate would help to maintain a speciose regional pool.
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Speciation rate itself may be affected by local priority effects (Fukami et al. 2007 ). Interactive effects of speciation and priority effects on the generation and maintenance of species pools are 486 a particularly interesting topic for future research.
Of course, empirical tests should accompany theoretical exploration of the mechanisms and 488 conditions for eco-evolutionary buffering. Because of computational constraints, we were not able to explore the parts of parameter space directly relevant to microbes in our simulation. How-490 ever, because many microbes have short generation times, they may be particularly amenable to experimental tests of the eco-evolutionary buffering hypothesis. In such an experiment, spatial 492 conditions (number of patches, migration rate, disturbance and recolonization parameters) could be manipulated (e.g., Tucker and Fukami 2014; Pu and Jiang 2015). Other parameters, like the 494 shape of the trade-off and the mutation parameters, could be measured in laboratory assays. One would then need to monitor regional frequencies over time and regularly assess the traits of the 496 various species in sensitivity assays.
Conclusion
498
We have shown that species engaged in local priority effects can coexist in a metacommunity if their sensitivity to heterospecific interference evolves rapidly, especially under a trade-off with 500 competitive ability. Rapid evolution can lead to one globally attracting coexistence state, with local priority effects maintained at all times, or alternative attractors where species coexist re-502 gionally, but fluctuate around different frequencies, with local priority effects occurring only at times when both species are relatively common. The eco-evolutionary buffering hypothesis we 504 have developed here provides the first mechanism, to our knowledge, that can maintain regional species diversity in the presence of local priority effects even under an internal species pool. In each panel, each line represents one of the ten replicate simulation run. Regional frequency ranges for which priority effects are stronger than in the corresponding neutral scenario, i.e.
where the initially dominant species after a recolonization is more likely to remain dominant than under neutrality, are highlighted in gray (see fig. A4 for more detailed information). Legend continues on next page. Figure 4 : Time series of the average values of the evolving traits in the focal species (species 1, whose regional frequency is shown in fig. 3 ) for the example scenarios from fig. 3 under tradeoff evolution. The inset in (f) zooms in on the response of G to regional frequency. The same colors are used for the corresponding replicates as in fig. 3 . In (g), the upper, less variable lines correspond to replicates where species 1 is the regionally rare species, whereas the lower, more variable lines correspond to replicates where it is the regionally common species. 
Online Appendix A.1 Classification of regional frequency dependence
To assess regional frequency dependence, we divided the frequency interval between 0 and 0.5 654 into 10 equally sized bins (from 0 to 0.05, from 0.05 to 0.10 etc.). After discarding the first few sampling points (before time 50), we assigned each of the remaining ones to a frequency bin 656 according to the regional frequency of the regionally less common species. For each bin, we then computed the average change in regional frequency until the next sampling point, i.e. ten time 658 units later. We did this for all replicates separately and then computed an interval of mean ±c standard errors for each bin, where c is a positive constant.
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Based on these intervals, we assigned a simulated scenario to one of five regional frequency dependence classes ( fig. A1 ). If all intervals overlapped with zero, we assigned the scenario to 662 the "quasi-neutral" class. After confirming independently that our neutral simulations indeed exhibit neutral regional frequency dependence, we chose c such that 95% of neutral simulations 664 were classified as quasi-neutral. We then used the resulting value c = 3.83 throughout the study. Figure A1 : Classification algorithm based on the intervals of average regional frequency change, E[∆p], ± 3.83 standard errors for various regional species frequencies. Since our model is symmetric, we only need to consider the regional frequency of the species that is currently less frequent in the metacommunity, i.e. we consider only regional frequencies between 0 and 0.5.
For scenarios that were not classified as quasi-neutral, we considered the most marginal fre-666 quency bin whose interval was not overlapping with zero ( fig. A1) . A positive average change in this frequency bin indicates that a rare species can increase in frequency and that the regional 668 species pool may be stable. Depending on whether or not there were any intervals with nega-class or to the "negative frequency dependence" class. Under negative frequency dependence, coexistence is expected to be symmetric, and under complex frequency dependence asymmet-672 ric with one species at high and one at low regional frequency. Analogously, scenarios whose most marginal interval not overlapping zero was negative were assigned to either the "inverse 674 complex frequency dependence" class or the "positive frequency dependence" class ( fig. A1 ). In both cases, a regionally rare species would be expected to go extinct, but under inverse complex 676 frequency dependence two species that are initially equally common might coexist for a long time. However, no parameter combination in our study exhibited inverse complex frequency 678 dependence. 1.000.00 0.25 0.50Regional frequency Strength of priority effects Figure A4 : Strength of priority effects for the representative examples from fig. 3 , i.e. the probability that the locally dominant species directly after a disturbance event is also the dominant species before the next disturbance event. The x axis represents the regional frequency of the regionally rare species at the time of the disturbance event. The symbols for the trade-off scenario, the fixed-traits scenario, and the independent-evolution scenario often overlap. In (c), coexistence is so stable that regional frequencies never reach very marginal values and therefore we do not have data on the strength of priority effects in this frequency range.
Online Appendix A.3 Additional parameter sensitivity analyses for two species
Among the two outcome types that do not allow for stable coexistence, quasi-neutrality was 682 more likely under propagule-pool recolonization and small migration rates, where the early inhabitants of a patch mostly consist of just one species ( fig. A5 e,h) . Positive frequency dependence 684 was more likely under migrant-pool recolonization and large migration rates, where the early inhabitants of a patch are a more representative sample from the whole metacommunity ( fig. A5 686 e,h). This makes intuitive sense because in the first case species recolonize patches in proportion to their regional frequencies, whereas in the second case the regionally common species wins 688 disproportionately more often. Here we consider metacommunities of more than two species under a parameter combination that exhibited complex frequency dependence with two species (last row in fig. 3 ). As in the 692 negative frequency dependence example in fig. 6 , metacommunities starting with three species generally maintained all three species until the end. Metacommunities starting with four or five 694 species maintained four species ( fig. A8 ). However, metacommunities starting with ten species often had only one or two species left at the end. To better understand this result, we performed 696 two additional types of control simulation. In the "10-species" control, we started the metacommunity with only two species, but individuals had sensitivity traits H j for 9 interacting species, as 698 in the 10-species case. The two species in this control generally did not coexist until the end of the simulation (fig. A8 ). In the "plasmid" control, we made the loci corresponding to extinct species 
Online Appendix A.5 Additional analysis on regional coexistence
In the following two sections, we will show that (1) in metacommunities with small local com-708 munities and a low migration rate, the regionally rare species tends to be "subjectively" common locally, and (2) the more common a rare species is locally, the smaller is the difference in trait 710 values between regionally common and rare species for the average member of the rare species to be at an advantage in its local environment. The reason is that individuals do not suffer as 712 much from heterospecific interference if they are locally common. From these two points, we can conclude that with small community sizes and with small migration rates, a smaller difference 714 in trait values is sufficient to tip the balance towards the regionally rare species. Thus negative regional frequency dependence is more likely under smaller local community sizes and lower 716 migration rates.
"Subjective" local frequency 718
Consider a metacommunity where all patches have the same total community size k, as we assume in our simulations. The mean local frequency of a species averaged over all patches 720 is equal to its regional frequency. However, the mean local frequency might not adequately portray the community composition experienced by the average individual of the focal species.
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For example, consider a metacommunity with a local community size of 10 and a focal species at a regional frequency of 0.1. Let us also imagine that most patches are dominated by a single 724 species as a result of local priority effects and that only a small fraction of patches contains both species. In this scenario, the negative effects of interference by the common species will only 726 be felt by a small fraction of individuals of the rare species. Had we assumed that most local frequencies are close to the regional frequency, we would have erroneously concluded that most 728 members of the rare species are in patches where the other species is locally common and that they would therefore suffer strongly from the negative effects of interference by the other species.
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To formalize this intuition, we define the "subjective" local population size of a focal species as the local population size experienced by the average individual of this species
where π(i) is the proportion of patches containing i individuals of the focal species. In other words, when computing the average, patches are weighed by the local population size of the 732 focal species. This way of averaging is formally known as size-biasing.
The mean subjective local population size can be easily computed from the mean and variance across patches of local population sizes N:
As (A2) shows, the difference between size-biased expectation and un-biased expectation increases with the variance in local community sizes. Intuitively, the larger variance in local community sizes, the more heavily are patches dominated by a single species, and the larger is the subjective local population size of the own species. To consider a specific example, let us assume that local population sizes are binomially distributed with parameters p and k. We then obtain E[N * ] = pk + 1 − p (A3) and the subjective local frequency is
The smaller the local community size k is, the larger is the subjective local frequency for a given 734 regional frequency ( fig. A10 a) . The increase in subjective local frequency compared to the regional frequency in small patches can be substantial, especially for small regional frequencies.
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More generally
Therefore, the average subjective frequency is a decreasing function of local community size not only for the binomial distribution but whenever Var[N] increases with k not faster than k 2 .
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This appears to be the case in our simulated metacommunities. For small local communities, the size-biased local frequency was substantially larger than the respective regional frequency 740 ( fig. A10 b) . As a further intuitive illustration why subjective frequency should increase with k, note that one is the minimum local abundance in which we can find members of the rare 742 species. Thus, the smaller k is, the larger is the minimum possible local frequency of the rare species. For example, if k = 4, the minimum possible local frequency is 0.25. In our simulations, 744 the average subjective frequency decreased with migration rate ( fig. A10 b) , which makes sense because frequent migration reduces variance in local species frequencies.
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Critical evolutionary response
Consider a rare species with sensitivity to general competition G r and a common species with sensitivity to general competition G c , and let ∆G = G r − G c . The common species should evolve to be a better intraspecific competitor or at least be under relaxed selection, so we expect ∆G > 0. 
(b)
Local community size Average subjective local frequencym 0.1 0.3 Figure A10 : Average subjective frequency as a function of local community size k for different regional frequencies. As the local community size increases, the average subjective frequency approaches the respective regional frequency (indicated by horizontal lines). In (a) a binomial distribution of local population sizes is assumed, (b) represents distributions of local community sizes from our simulations, specifically those underlying fig. 5 a.
Assuming a linear trade-off, we will now compute the critical value for ∆G such that the rare species has an advantage locally when it has i individuals in a community of size k, with i < k/2.
Since the probability to reproduce is assumed to be the same for all species, a species has an advantage locally when its members have a lower death rate C i = G · k + H(G)(k − N i ) with
In our study, we used g min = 0.5 and ∆g = 0.5 so that
With this, the death rate for rare-species individuals is
and the death rate for members of the common species is
Members of the rare species have an advantage, i.e. a lower death rate, if
We need to consider two cases: 748 a) k > 2h max i. Since i < k/2, it follows from (A12) that
Since the common species will generally have a lower G and ∆G > 0, (A13) cannot be fulfilled.
If h max < 1 then k > 2h max i for all i < k/2, and it would be impossible for a locally rare 752 species to have a local advantage, no matter how sensitive the common species is to heterospecific interference. This should prevent regional coexistence. However, in our simulations we did not 754 consider such low values of h max .
In case b), we get a critical trait difference
such that a globally and locally rare species has a local advantage whenever the difference in G 756 values is at least R crit . The smaller R crit is, the easier it is for evolution along the trade-off to stabilize regional coexistence.
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The critical trait difference is a function of local population size i and
If h max > 1, which is the case if the condition of case b) is fulfilled and k > 1, then the critical evolutionary response necessary to give an advantage to the rare species decreases with its local 760 population size i. As explained in the main text and illustrated in fig. A11 , this can give an average advantage to the rare species while at the same time priority effects are maintained, but 762 slightly asymmetric. However, not all values of k have the same potential for such slight asymmetry. For odd k, for example, there are no patches with a completely balanced species composition 764 and to start having a regional advantage the regionally rare species needs to dominate even in patches where the regionally common species is slightly more abundant, which presumably re-766 quires a larger evolutionary response. Such "discreteness effects" may underlie the idiosyncratic relationship between k and outcome type in fig. 5 a.
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Therefore, with increasing h max the evolutionary response necessary to provide an advantage to the regionally rare species decreases. This is consistent with the finding in fig. 5 g: regional 770 negative frequency dependence occurred only for sufficiently large h max . Under a high h max , the common species is punished heavily for neglecting to invest in heterospecific tolerance. 
